What mad pursuit!
Who gets to be an URP? Alexis’ backstory
which you can greatly amplify tiny samples of DNA; and
plasmid preparations, a way of purifying bacterial DNA.
Armed with these techniques, I returned for my junior
year in high school and planned an investigation to explore a candidate gene that had been recently associated
with autism: contactin 4 (CNTN4). It is thought that having certain “risk” genes makes a person more susceptible
to developing the illness. I began by searching public gene
databases, where I found a version of this human gene in
the roundworm, a simple model organism called C. elegans.
The summer before my senior year in high school, I was
able to arrange with Dr. Lorna Role, chair of SBU’s neurobiology department, to continue with this research in
her lab as a Simons Foundation Summer Research Fellow.
For this work I was named an Intel Science Talent Search
semi-finalist, a New York State & Long Island Science
Fair First-Place Winner, an Intel International Science
& Engineering Fair (ISEF) Finalist, and a National Junior
Science & Humanities Symposium (NJSHS) Finalist.
The following fall I entered Columbia University, where,
during my first semester, I began researching in Dr. Martin
Chalfie’s neurobiology lab. I had already been lucky
enough to have worked in my junior year in high school
under the direction of Dr. Andrew Adesman, a developmental-behavioral pediatrician, with whom I co-authored
a review article in Current Opinion in Pediatrics. Working
with Dr. Chalfie on the clinical side of autism research
confirmed my interest in a career as a physician-scientist.
It was at this point that I was accepted at the University of
Oxford for my junior year of college—the experience that
led me to write Dr. Wigler and apply for the URP program.

I grew up in East Northport, Long Island, and went to
Commack High School, where I took advantage of the
prestigious International Baccalaureate program and the
school’s phenomenal science research department. It was
there that I got my first exposure to research and was encouraged to participate in nearby Stony Brook University’s
(SBU) biotechnology program the summer before my junior year. There I learned advanced biological laboratory
techniques like polymerase chain reaction, or PCR, in
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Once I graduate from Columbia this coming spring, I hope
to pursue a 1-year research master’s degree in the U.K.
Ultimately, I hope to have both an M.D. and Ph.D., because I want to directly translate my findings at the bench
to clinical applications at the bedside. It’s the next step in
what has already been an amazing journey, enabling me to
merge a personal connection to autism and an intellectual
interest in genetics into a lifelong effort to improve treatment, detection, and prognosis of people with autism.
Alexis Tchaconas
Columbia University Class of 2014

A unique “sporting” event, the annual Plate Race has
been a fixture of the summer Meetings & Courses
program at the Laboratory since about 1983. What is
a Plate Race? University of Oregon cell biologist and
CSHL summer course instructor Dr. Bruce Bowerman
describes it as follows: “It is a relay race in which each
team member has to run one lap while carrying a stack
of twenty 150mm stinky, used yeast plates (a petri dish
containing a solid nutrient on which is grown yeast or
bacteria). After completing the lap, each racer has to
transfer the stack to the next team member, without
dropping them. If you drop them, you have to go back to
the beginning, get a new stack and start over!”

The race takes place
on Bungtown Road in the heart of
the CSHL campus and rapidly loops uphill in
front of the Nichols building, and then downhill
again, in a roughly 200m course. It’s really a symbol
of the powerful, collaborative and enthusiastic learning
experience that participants have in taking advanced
summer courses at CSHL. So cheers to this year’s
winning team, from the Gene Expression Course! With
apologies to Francis Crick: What mad pursuit!
Edward Brydon
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